Setup Large Station (GW and Dropper)
READ General Instructions FIRST!
CAUTION: Liquids

The material for the kits is MDF, which is made from wood.
Do not let any liquids soak into the material!

Always completely empty and dry off the water pots and wet
palette before transport.
Ensure all paints are properly closed.
If the surface gets wet, wipe the liquid away quickly.

CLOSING
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1-3 small drawers: set the upper part on top of the larger one, so that the side tabs
fit into the cutouts. Slide into the small paint unit (grip hole facing outwards).
Dropper version: If you want to fit 4 GW paints into the lower part, tilt these
forwards into the cutout holes and set the upper part on top. Some wiggling may be
needed.
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4-5 large drawers: set the upper part on top of the larger one, so that
the side tabs fit into the cutouts. Slide into the back of the large paint
unit (grip hole facing outwards). Make sure the teeth at the bottom
slot into the cutouts of the paint holder, and that it’s fully inserted.
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Leave empty during transport

GW: sideways

6-7 closing: Set all 3 paint units fully into the slots of the bottom plate. (foam feet of bottom
plate facing down) . The small stepped units have to face the front (you) with the drawer
openings. Also set the water pot storage box into its slots. Make sure nothing sticks out of the
boxes; there is NO tolerance for this.
GW version of the stepped paint units: The hinges of the paint pots in the middle row of all 3
paint holders have to face sideways, otherwise the middle tool box will not fit. Leave the paint
spots just below the key holders empty during transport; otherwise the keys cannot be turned.
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8-9 closing: set the middle, then the large tool box onto the others. Make sure nothing sticks
out of the boxes; there is NO tolerance for this. Make sure the tabs of the box below slot into
the holes of the bottom of the upper ones. Slide the brush holder upright into the front part of
the boxes (where there is now the long slot all through the boxes)
GW stepped paint units: first set up the small and middle tool boxes, then slide the paint units
in from the sides, as there is very little space for the paints. This is the easiest way.
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10-11 closing: set the upper plate onto the tabs of the paint holders and tool box. Make sure the tabs are
all inserted. A bit of wiggling may be needed. In general, there is absolutely no space for things sticking
over the boundaries of boxes and paint holders. If there are any gaps anywhere, check that there is
nothing in the way. Slide the handgrip over the station straight from the front. The narrower overhang
goes to the bottom, between the feet. It fits tightly. Let station slightly hang over edge of table to make
this and turning keys easier. Fully insert the 4 keys. Front keys have little indentations in the top. Turn
keys 90 degrees to lock (they only can be turned one way)
DO NOT use force to turn keys. They should just drop in. A bit of wiggling may be needed to get them
through all the layers. This gets easier with time.
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SETUP
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1-2 Setup:
Connector plate: set the front teeth of the large paint unit centered onto the 4 slits of
the connector plate.
Insert the water pot holders into the slots left and right of the large paint unit and
attach the small paint holders the same way. By reversing the holders, you can achieve
different angles, whichever suits you more.
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3-4 Setup:
Connector plate: set large low drawer unit centered onto the 2 tabs of the connector
plate. Use the slots in the center. The grip hole has to face your way.
Insert the tabs at the front of the drawer into the slots of the upper plate / work area.
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5-6 Setup:
Upper drawers: set the upper drawer parts on top of the edges of the paint units.
The small upper drawers can also be set on top of the lower small drawers. Place
lower drawers as you please. Use brush holes in the paint units for your brushes.
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STORAGE
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Rise out and completely
dry off sponge and wet
palette before storing in
the Paint Station.
Press sponge in between
paper towels several
times to get it fully dry.

1-2 Storage:

Water pot storage box: in this box, place the 2 water pot holders at the bottom. Store the
power cable of the lamp inside the water pots and place water pots on top of the water
pot holders. Slide the wet palette upright inside the box. Store the connector plate
upright inside this box also.
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3 Lamp storage:
You can store the lamp and holder
pieces of the lamp in the upper tool
box (in the wide compartment).
Refer to lamp holder assembly
instructions on how to set up the
lamp.
Watch the setup video here:

https://youtu.be/66YbDsrzayo

